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Private Sale $415k - $$435k

Introducing A129/59 Autumn Terrace, a masterpiece of modern living that encapsulates the very essence of convenience

and desirability. This expansive two-bedroom, two-bathroom apartment not only surpasses expectations with its sizeable

alfresco terrace bathed in sunlight but also defines the pinnacle of low-maintenance, high-quality living.Residing within a

securely gated complex equipped with a lift for easy access and an intercom system for security, this apartment is a

versatile gem catering to a wide array of preferences. Whether you're stepping into your first home, looking for a

profitable investment, or seeking a carefree lifestyle as you downsize, this property ticks all the boxes. The layout

emphasizes openness and flow, with the living and dining area effortlessly transitioning to an inviting outdoor space,

perfect for relaxation or entertainment under the sun.The kitchen is a model of elegance and functionality, featuring

lustrous stone benchtops and premium Bosch appliances that add a layer of sophistication to your culinary experiences.

The master bedroom is a retreat of luxury, complete with a walk-through wardrobe leading to an en-suite bathroom,

ensuring privacy and style. The second bedroom is equally impressive, offering substantial wardrobe space and the added

convenience of a study nook and European laundry facilities.Comfort is paramount in this residence, with split system

heating and cooling creating an ideal atmosphere throughout the year. The inclusion of a secure parking space further

elevates the appeal, providing peace of mind and added value.Strategically located in a serene, low-traffic area just steps

away from Westall Station, this apartment offers the best of both worlds—a peaceful retreat amidst the vibrancy of city

life. With cafes, shops, and transport options at your doorstep, and proximity to Westall Secondary College and Monash

University Clayton, this home positions you perfectly for a lifestyle of ease and access. A129/59 Autumn Terrace isn't just

an apartment; it's a gateway to a fulfilling and convenient way of life.To book a time to inspect, simply click on contact

agent and confirm attendance for scheduled OFIs or nominate few suitable time slots and one of our agent will get back to

you confirming the inspection. By registering we can notify you of any changes or cancellations.*Please Note* EPPG may

refuse to provide further information about the property should you prefer not to disclose your Full Contact Details

including Phone Number. Photo ID required upon entering the property.Disclaimer: This advertisement has been

prepared with our best endeavours to ensure the information contained in this document is true and correct.We accept

no responsibility and disclaim all liability in respect to any errors, omissions, inaccuracies, or exclusions in this document.

Prospective buyers must make their own inquiries to verify the information contained in this material is true and correct

before making a purchase.


